
It is more challenging than ever for small CPG manufacturers to gain

traction with retailers. But having access to the right data at an

affordable price and knowing how to use it, can help you nail every

retailer conversation.

Did you know that 90 new products are

launched daily in the United States?

So that's 2700 products a month and over 32,000

products a year. But do you know what's not

growing at that accelerated rate? Shelf space.

The CPG toolkit for
achieving growth

31%

Of products launched in

January 2019 were delisted

within the first 12 months

Don't let this happen to you. Instead, use

Byzzer's My Stories for autogenerated

presentations with the KPIs you need to

convince retailers why you’ve earned your

shelf space. Tell your brand’s story, with the

retail data to back it up.

My Stories

46%

Of all consumers now say they

buy products based solely on

promotion, irrespective of brand

Find out your promotion score in addition

to price, assortment, and new products

with Brand Score.

Brand ScoreA+

42%

Of consumers reported

that they are driven by

the lowest price

Don’t get left in the dust when your

competitors change price. Know what is

happening with weekly updates from My

Alerts. Customize the brand, category, and

market for competitive intelligence to set

prices and optimize performance, all

delivered weekly to your inbox.

My Alerts!

Don’t let sales numbers keep you up at

night. You can access the data you need –

weekly, account level, UPCs, or Wellness –

any time of day with Data on Demand.

Data On Demand

73%

Of consumers post COVID-19 have

shifted their spending patterns

based on the cost of goods

77%

On average, market researchers spend

77% of their time preparing & analyzing

data, and only 23% is spent on consulting

& presenting the findings to take action*

You don't want to spend 77% of your time

looking at data; you have a small business

to run. My Reports keeps it simple with 35+

grab-and-go templates so you can find

the insights and actions to take faster.

My Reports

Data doesn't have to be overwhelming. With Byzzer's grab-and-go

platform, the data you need is accessible when and how you need it at

a price designed for companies just like you. And our retail specialists

are available to help you get the most out of the data. Read guides,

take tours on how to run reports, or chat with our support team.

Byzzer includes
access to:

My Stories

Tell your story with the

data to back it up

35+customizable

report templates on

your brand

My Reports

The data you need

when you need it

Data On Demand

Brand Score

See how your brand is

performing relative to

your category and

competition

A+

Set up weekly alerts to track your performance

and your competitors, customizable by brand,

category, and time frame

My Alerts

!

Find your solution
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All data is sourced from NielsenIQ data unless stated.

*Source: Greenbook Research Industry Trends Report

Simple. Affordable. Actionable.
Schedule a complimentary consultation

and get started today.

https://go.nielseniq.com/l/271912/2021-12-08/2mpnb8?utm_source=pardot&utm_campaign=RMS_-_Always_On&utm_medium=email&utm_content=USA_Infographic-CPG-ToolKit
https://byzzer.com/
https://twitter.com/byzzer_intel
https://www.linkedin.com/company/byzzer/



